Imagery and language are often seen as serving different aspects of cognition, with cognitive styles theories proposing that people can be visual or verbal thinkers. Most feedback systems, however, only cater to verbal thinkers. To help rectify this, we have developed a novel method of crowd communication which appeals to those more visual people. Designers can ask a crowd to feedback on their designs using specially constructed image banks to discover the perceptual and emotional theme perceived by possible future customers. A major component of the method is a summarization process in which the crowd's feedback, consisting of a mass of images, is presented to the designer as a digest of representative images. In this paper we describe an experiment showing that these image summaries are as effective as the full image selections at communicating terms. This means that designers can consume the new feedback confident that it represents a fair representation of the total image feedback from the crowd.
INTRODUCTION
The experiment described in this paper was motivated by previous work on the development of an image based crowd feedback method created for designers (initially fashion and interior designers) to get emotional feedback on their designs [31, 32] . The method (see Figure 1) was developed with the aim of redressing the asymmetry between the largely visual output of fashion and interior designers and the conventional text feedback they receive when seeking crowd feedback through services such as Dribbble [8] which is usually textual. The visual design feedback method allows members of a crowd (crowd users) to respond to some presentation of a design, such as a fashion garment or a room interior, by choosing images from an intuitive image browser which represent their emotional reaction. Commonly in other systems, such crowd users would be asked to describe their emotional response using text instead. Aside from the novel image browsers which enable image selection by the crowd, the other key component of this visual feedback method is the summarization of the responses. A single design would get a large number of image selections in feedback from the crowd, and the system compiles these into a montage, or digest, of a smaller number of representative images. The designers then view the image feedback summary montages and take inspiration from them. After viewing a design the crowd choose images from a browser to represent how the design made them feel. The feedback is then shown to the designer as a concise, algorithmically generated, summary.
Contribution
Robb et al.'s [31, 32] evaluation of this visual feedback method revealed that designers and a section of crowd participants viewed the method as useful in communicating about the emotional reaction of the crowd participants to designs. However, given that the method is for communication, while that evaluation gave a picture of the views of the designer and crowd participants, it did not provide evidence that any of the message being intended by the crowd participants in their image choices was actually being read from the visual feedback summaries by designer participants. Therefore the following two questions remain:
1) Can communication actually be achieved using abstract images chosen from an image browser?
2) Do the image summary montages constructed by the algorithm used by Robb et al. [32] preserve the meaning of the image selections that they summarize?
If the first question could be answered positively and communication were proved to take place using the method, then this would encourage uptake, further study and development of the new visual feedback method or indeed of other forms of image-based feedback. If the second question could be answered positively then designers would be secure in the knowledge that the inspiring, algorithmically generated, visual summaries represent a fair view of the totality of the image feedback, while avoiding being overwhelmed by a mass of images from a potentially large crowd. They could then have confidence in using the method to engage large numbers of feedback-givers in reacting visually to their designs thus contributing to an expansion of feedback-giving beyond those already involved through text-based methods.
In this paper we address those two questions. We describe an experiment which shows that a signal can be sent and received using the abstract image browser, and that the image summaries preserve the meaning from their constituent images.
In the rest of this paper, in Background, we describe in more detail what was found out about the experience of designer and crowd participants in the previously published work on the crowdsourced visual feedback method (CVFM). Then we discuss work on semiotics and communication relating it to the CVFM establishing the multi-faceted nature of communication. In Experiment, after separating out a single aspect of communication on which to focus, and stating our research questions, we set out the experiment to address those questions. In Results we present the analysis of the data from the experiment. Finally, in Discussion and Conclusions we discuss how the results have answered our research questions and describe how they might influence implementations of the CVFM.
BACKGROUND
In this section we describe the findings in the previous work on the CVFM and then discuss work on semiotics, communication and how certain types of pictures and images are used to convey meaning.
The Experience of CVFM Users
Robb et al. [32] , while evaluating the CVFM, focused on the designers' point of view when comparing image based feedback with text. Designers put forward designs for feedback about how they made people feel. These were viewed by participants acting as the crowd. The feedback was in three formats: lists of text comments and two styles of images (distilled into two image summaries). One summary was from an emotion image set (people showing expression, peaceful landscapes etc.) and the other was of abstract images (rich in colors and unusual forms).
Interviews with the designers showed that designer participants took inspiration from the image feedback. The new image based feedback method was well received by them and eleven of twelve designer participants wished to use a service offering the crowdsourced image feedback. Importantly, the interviews also revealed that designers thought the abstract image summaries showed the mood perceived in their designs by the crowd participants.
Further to that, an overview of the crowd participant experience was given separately with a description of software components used in the evaluation [31] . Crowd participants rated the feedback formats for engagement and utility during the feedback task and then completed a questionnaire. Analysis showed a portion of them, termed image-likers, found the abstract images more engaging than text while considering them to be just as useful as text for describing how designs made them feel. (The emotion image set was less popular than the abstract image set among both crowd and designer participants).
Taken together, these results from both designer and crowd participant sides of the evaluation of the CVFM showed that both the designer participants and a section of the crowd (the "image-likers") thought they could communicate on a perceptual or emotional level using the CVFM with the abstract image browser and summarization. The conclusion drawn from those results, that some people think they can communicate using these tools, however, does not prove that communication does actually take place. Also, if communication does take place using the tools, the summarization process which produces the image summaries viewed by designers might have an attenuating effect on the communication.
Semiotics and Communication
Chandler defined semiotics as "…the study… of anything which 'stands for' something else." [3] . The CVFM ( Figure  1 ) proposes that communication between crowd and designer using images is feasible. However, an important aspect of any such conversation is whether or not a designer can understand what a crowd has attempted to say in its image selections. Sausseure, in his theory of language, as described by Guiraud [6, 13] , argued that, in language, signs are an arbitrary combination of signifier and signified; e.g. there is no natural reason for the word, dog, to signify what we recognize as the furry animal that barks. Therefore, if the images used for communicating within the CVFM were considered to be a totally new language, this raises the prospect of an involved and time-consuming language learning process to be gone through before the crowd and designers can communicate. However, we think that using images exploits established visual conventions already implicit in the experience of the crowd and the [38] . Images have also been used in psychology for the purpose of evoking emotions in experimental participants [19, 7] . The importance of images in establishing and developing a perceptual and emotional theme (or mood) for a design is recognized in the design practice of mood boards. These are a well-established way in which designers in domains such as fashion and interior design gain inspiration. Designers use them as a creative and analytical tool when developing a design idea [9] . To avoid specific figurative connections having an undue influence on viewers of a mood board, abstract images are often used [12] .
These examples of work on communication show that it is a complex issue. Certainly the direct meaning within any episode of communication is important but that is just one of six aspects according to the Jakobson model. Visual communication can be explicitly symbolic or it can make use of visual conventions. The fact that some participants in the evaluation of the CVFM [32] thought they could communicate using images in an impressionistic way was perhaps not unexpected. It could be that artistic value aspect of a message suggested by Jakobson [15] was one component in the inspiration taken from visual feedback via the CVFM by designers. However, it is the complexity in communication that leads us to focus on a single aspect for the purposes of our experiment which we describe in the next section.
EXPERIMENT
As described in the Introduction, designer and crowd users, in an evaluation of an image based feedback system, thought that they could communicate successfully using an abstract image browsing interface and summaries. However questions remained about whether communication was actually taking place and whether the image summarization used to condense a crowd's many feedback image selections affected the communication. (The purpose of the summarization was to avoid designers being overwhelmed by the massed image selection of a potentially large crowd, and instead provide them with a digest of the feedback images). We designed an experiment to address these questions.
Below in Aims, we state the research questions. In Method the experiment is described by identifying a single aspect of communication on which to focus (the specific meaning in a message) and then setting out, diagrammatically, how the experiment addresses the two research questions. In Task 1 -Terms to Images the apparatus, interface and participants used for that task are described. Producing the Image Summaries describes the steps between the tasks in which the image selections output from Task 1 were summarized to become the stimuli for use in Task 2. Lastly, Task 2 -Images to Terms describes the apparatus, interface and participants for the second task.
Aims
The aims were to address two research questions:
RQ1
To what degree can meaning be communicated by a crowd's selections from a bank of abstract images?
RQ2
Are visual summaries of image selections, produced using the method described by Robb et al. [32] , as effective at communicating meaning as the image selections which they summarize?
Method
We decided to focus on a single aspect of communication so as to minimize confounding factors from other aspects of communication. Taking Jakobson's [15] deconstruction we chose to focus on the specific meaning sent in a message basing the experiment on testing how much of that meaning is received using the medium of abstract images and automated visual summarization. Specific terms would be used to define the meanings in the messages being sent thus reducing as much as possible the amount of ambiguity in the minds of the participants 'composing' them. One group of participants would choose images to represent each of a set of terms and later a second group of participants would "read" or assess the image selections to decide the degree to which the meanings of the terms were present. Neither group would be aware of the purpose of the experiment other than to know that they were being asked either to choose images to represent given terms or judge the meaning of a given visual stimulus. Although the experiment as a whole can be viewed as being aimed at addressing RQ2 (the effectiveness of the image summarization), it is helpful to consider first how it addresses RQ1 (the degree of communication achievable with a bank of abstract images). For this reason the whole experiment is described with the aid of two diagrams introduced below.
Addressing RQ1 Figure 2 shows two tasks, each with a separate group of participants. In Task 1 participants viewed terms one at a time, and selected images to represent those terms. The image selections for each term, or term image selection list (TISL), were collected. In Task 2 the TISLs were shown as stimuli to a different participant group who were not informed that the stimuli they were to view had any intended meanings. For each TISL the participants output the full set of terms, assigning each term a weighting according to their judgment of the degree to which the meaning of the term was present in that TISL. The output weightings for each term were used as a metric for the effectiveness of communication of its intended term by each TISL; e.g. if the Task 2 participants, viewing the TISL which was intended to represent term A, allocated a high weighting for term A to that TISL relative to their weightings for the other terms, then this would be evidence that communication of term A had taken place. The success of the communication of each term relative to other terms was used to determine strengths and weaknesses of the abstract image browser for communication.
Addressing RQ2 Figure 3 shows where summarization was applied to the term image selection lists (TISLs) output from Task 1 to produce summaries as additional stimuli for Task 2. RQ2 was addressed by including these summaries along with the term image selection lists (TISLs) as the stimuli shown to the participants in Task 2. Thus, participants in Task 2 actually viewed two types of stimuli (TISLs and summaries). Therefore, because the output of from Task 2 for each stimulus consists of term weights, those term weights assigned to a TISL could be compared with those assigned to the corresponding summary thus allowing their communicative effectiveness to be compared.
Task 1-Terms to Images
The Terms A set of terms was required for the experiment. It would need to be large enough to provide a range of different meanings, yet small enough for the experiment to be manageable in terms of participant cognitive load and fatigue. The factors weighed in choosing how many terms to use included the following: more terms would make it easier to discern a signal above possible random noise in weightings assigned by participants in task 2; fewer terms would decrease participant cognitive load and fatigue in both tasks (but particularly in task 2); fewer terms would present less difficulty in providing a suitable experiment presentation interface. With these considerations in mind, it was decided to seek a set of 20 terms. As the domain of fashion design was one of the original inspirations for the CVFM a sample of terms descriptive of material properties was sought as appropriate for that domain, and would serve as an abstraction for all material properties. The importance of emotions in design, decision making, and cognition is recognized in the literature [25, 20, 36, 41, 33] . Therefore to allow emotion communication to be assessed, a sample of emotion terms was sought. The emotion terms would serve as an abstraction of all emotion terms.
10 descriptive terms, e.g. "smooth", were drawn from a study of consumer terms by Methven et al. which sourced 78 words used to describe fabrics from technical journals and from non-expert participants [24] . The perceived similarity between the terms was defined by having participants free group them based on their meanings. This similarity data was visualized using a dendrogram. We looked at Methven et al.'s data and exposed 11 clusters of terms by cutting their dendrogram at a particular height [10] . Two of the clusters contained terms such as "natural" and RQ2 were addressed in one experiment involving two separate participant groups.
and "even" and also "hot" and "cold", which were less relevant to fabric material than the other clusters. For our experiment we set aside these two clusters. We selected one term to represent each of the remaining nine clusters and one further term from the largest cluster to give 10 terms in total: Brittle; Coarse; Crumpling; Delicate; Flexible; Fuzzy; Smooth; Solid; Sticky; Textured.
10 emotion terms, e.g. "tenderness, love", were sourced from the Geneva emotion wheel model of emotions [35] which has been often used in research involving emotions [37, 28, 39] . Version 2 of the model [34] consists of 20 emotion terms arranged around the dimensions of valence (positive vs. negative or pleasant vs. unpleasant) and dominance (controlling vs. controlled or dominant vs. submissive) [29, 19] . Five terms from the negative valence and five terms from the positive valence regions of the wheel were chosen offering a balanced set of positive and negative emotion terms: "Astonishment,surprise"; "Disgust, repulsion"; "Embarrassment, shame"; "Enjoyment, pleasure"; "Involvement, interest"; "Irritation, anger"; "Sadness, despair"; "Tenderness, feeling love"; "Wonderment, feeling awe"; "Worry, fear".
Image Browser
Task 1 relied on participants being able to freely browse a collection of images while choosing some to represent the terms. We constructed a browser based on perceptual similarity as described by Padilla et al. [26, 27] . The source of the images was a random sample of Creative Commons licensed images from Flickr.com tagged with the word, 'abstract'. We used abstract images so as to avoid an individual participant's own experiences or context biasing their choices in the experiment. Any images showing clear or conventional portrayals of objects, people, and writing, were discarded. The final set contained 500 images.
Perceptual similarity data about the images gathered using human subjects was used to produce an intuitive organization for the browser. We decided not to depend on image similarity data based on computer vision features as these have been shown not to accurately reflect human perception [4] . Instead, we used similarity data gathered in perceptual grouping tasks with lab-based and crowdsourced participants to inform a rectangular self-organizing map (SOM) browser [16, 43] . (Figure 4 .) A 6 x 8 configuration of image stacks was chosen as suitable for display on an iPad which was the platform we planned to use. This mobile platform would allow recruitment of participants from two university campuses, broaden the participant base (reducing any selection bias that might occur if relying on participants responding to email publicity and attending lab appointments), and increase the number of participants that could be on task at one time. It has been shown that, for example, usability testing can be successfully conducted and reliable quality data can be 
Participants
Although the CVFM is intended to enable crowd feedback, because we were focusing on the utility of the browser and summarization, we decided campus sourced participants would be suitable to show that a sample of people can be stimulated to choose images from the browser for collection and summarization. 20 students (10 male, 10 female) were recruited from the two university campuses. The CVFM was intended for crowd feedback via the web and was hoped to transcend language barriers and perhaps cultural barriers too. Therefore, rather than restrict the sample to native English speakers, the minimum requirement was English as a foreign language (EFL). A sheet of dictionary definitions was provided in case any participant was in doubt about the meaning of any term. Each participant had to be confident of the meanings of the terms given the list of definitions. In Task 1, 7/20, 35% had EFL. The remaining 13 were native English speakers. There was a mixture of nationalities and cultures. 100g of chocolate was given as a reward for taking part. Figure 5 illustrates the workflow for Task 1. Each participant viewed terms in a random order until they had selected 3 images for each of the 20 terms. We asked participants to choose 3 different images per term so that they would not be restricted to one single region of the image set. The data was recorded in a database. Mean time on task, excluding one outlier, was 25 minutes (median: 25; SD: 5; max.: 32; min.: 15). The outlier participant took 72 minutes. (She had spent the additional time browsing through the images, for fun as she found this enjoyable).
Task 1 workflow and interface

The Output from Task 1
Using database queries, the image selections were assembled into lists for each of the 20 terms forming the term image selection lists (TISLs). Each TISL contained 60 images. These TISLs became part of the input to Task 2 along with the summaries that would be produced from them.
Producing the Image Summaries
Each of the TISLs from Task 1 was processed following the algorithm described by Robb et al. [32] to produce a summary of 10 representative images (RIs). This method of summarization exploits the perceptual similarity data gathered for the image set and already used to organize the browser. The summarization is done through a combination of k-means clustering and multidimensional scaling (MDS) to produce a non-overlapping 2D montage of the RIs [5, 18] . This process is visualized in Figure 6 . cluster are more likely to become the RI for that cluster as the cluster centroid tends towards those images. The size (area) of each RI on a summary is proportional to the sum of the image selections in its cluster. The summary is a 2D projection of the RI's based on MDS. The proximity of one RI to another on the summary is related to the similarity of those two images as defined by the human-derived similarity data previously gathered about the image set.
Task 2
Participants
We recruited 60 students (30 male, 30 female) from two university campuses. As with Task 1 the participants were provided with a sheet of dictionary definitions, required to have English as a foreign language (EFL) as a minimum and be confident of the meanings of the terms given the list of definitions. (19/60, 32% had EFL. The rest were native English speakers). For Task 2 we gave each a $15 gift voucher as compensation for their time. This was greater than for Task 1 as the task was longer and many more judgements were required of each participant [2] . 
Task 2 Workflow and Interface
Visual stimuli consisting of the TISLs from Task 1 and corresponding summaries were shown to the Task 2 participants. The stimuli were presented in random order and participants were required to rate each for the degree to which they could see the presence of the meaning of each of the 20 terms in the stimulus using visual analogue scale (VAS) items [14, 30] . We used VAS items as these offer much greater resolution than Likert items. There were 40 stimuli in all, 20 TISLs and 20 summaries. Figure 7 shows the workflow and interface. As requiring a participant to rate 20 meanings for all 40 stimuli would make the task too long, each participant was served a random selection of half the stimuli. The experiment application served the stimuli and recorded participant VAS item ratings in a database. The participants controlled progress by setting all the VAS items and then tapping a "continue" button on the master iPad. This triggered the web application to advance the slave iPad to the next stimulus. Each observation consisted of 20 interval scale measurements (Figure 8 
RESULTS
Analysis Methods
Two forms of analysis were used. First, we analyzed the frequency with which participants allocated their top ranking VAS score for a given stimulus to its intended meaning and used this to assess how well the intended meaning was being read from the various stimuli by the participants in Task 2. This allowed the performance of TISLs and summaries to be compared. Then, to show that any communication of meaning was not due to some bias in the image database, we analyzed the score distributions.
Frequency Analysis
Each TISL produced during Task 1 (and its summary) had an intended meaning (the term which the images were chosen to represent). The frequency with which participants in Task 2 allocated their top ranking VAS item score, among all 20 terms, for a given stimulus to its intended meaning (f1st) was analyzed. Standard competition ranking was used; i.e. a score's rank is always one plus the number of greater scores. This means a score which ties for first place counts as first rank. To establish the expected level due to random chance, 500 simulated studies each of 1000 random observations were generated. Sampling in this way was used to establish this random chance level as the VAS item scores ranged from 0 to 319. (The item scale length was based on its length in pixels as presented [31] ). With 20 scores per observation the number of score combinations possible for one observation would be 319 20 .
Repeat for each stimulus Therefore, an exhaustive comparison of all possible scores would have been computationally impractical. The probability of a given term being awarded first rank in the simulated random studies was 5.15%. The chart in Figure 9 shows how f 1st varied across the different stimuli in the actual experiment. The chart also shows the random chance level. The f 1st was normalized by dividing it by the number of times a given stimulus was presented. The highest value, 0.57, for the solid TISL stimulus which was presented 30 times, equates to 17 out of 30 participants giving the intended meaning, solid, the top ranking score among all 20 terms. The mean f 1st across the 20 stimuli (10 TISLs and 10 summaries) representing the descriptive terms was compared to the 20 for emotion terms. (Figure 10 ). The two means were compared using an independent t-test, the hypothesis being that the means were different. We found the mean f 1st for descriptive terms was significantly greater (M=0.283, SE=0.036) than for emotion terms (M=0.133, SE=0.023), t(38)=3.543, p=0.001, significant at the 95% confidence level. r=0.498 (a large effect) [11] .
From that t-test we concluded our abstract image browser was significantly more effective at representing descriptive terms compared to emotion terms. We also compared the mean f 1st for stimuli consisting of each term's image selection list (TISL) with its corresponding summary. (Figure 11 ). We used a repeated measures t-test, the hypothesis being that the two means are different. We found the mean f 1st for the TISL stimuli was not significantly different (M=0.207 SE=0.034) than for summary stimuli (M=0.210, SE=0.035), t(19) = 0.141, p=0.887 which is greater than 0.05, not significant at the 95% confidence level. This represents a very small effect, r=0.033. Therefore, we can infer that, overall the summaries are equally effective at conveying their intended meanings as the TISLs which they summarize [11] . Further confirmation of the similar performance of the summaries compared to their corresponding TISLs is shown by a correlation analysis. Figure 12 shows the f 1st for each TISL plotted against the f 1st for its corresponding summary. A Major Axis regression line is also shown. This is a line-of-best-fit for both x and y coordinates [40] . The regression line, y=1.021x -0.002, crosses the axes close to the origin and has a gradient close to 1. A Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) calculation shows that the PCC for summary f 1st vs. TISL f 1st is 0.77. This is evidence of a strong correlation [11] . From these results comparing the performance of the TISLs with their summaries (by comparison of means, correlation and major axis regression) we conclude that the algorithm for creating summaries of image selections chosen from our abstract image browser is a valid and effective way of summarizing such image selections.
Score Distributions Analysis
To show that any communication of meaning taking place was not due to some bias in our image database, we analyzed the VAS score distributions. The score distributions of the intended term for a given stimulus were compared to the distribution of that term's scores over the other stimuli. This would confirm the presence of a signal and show that an effect apparent in the transmission of meanings was not simply due to a bias in the collection of 500 images arranged in the SOM browser. The MannWhitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test allowed comparison of the term VAS item score distributions based on the relative rankings of the individual scores [11] . We divided the stimuli two ways. We separated the term image selection lists (TISLs) from the summaries and those representing descriptive terms from those representing emotion terms.
This gave four groups: descriptive TISLs, descriptive summaries, emotion TISLs and emotion summaries. We compared the set of scores for a given stimulus, e.g. the brittle TISL, on its matching term VAS item, with the brittle VAS item scores for all the other stimuli in their group (descriptive TISLs). The brittle scores on the other stimuli in that group would represent any bias in the image database towards the term, brittle, if bias existed. Table 1 shows these results. For the 20 descriptive stimuli the pvalues were all significant at the 0.05 probability threshold. Effect sizes varied from 0.18 (the "flexible" summary) up to 0.68 (the smooth TISL). For the emotion stimuli the pvalues for 15 of the 20 stimuli were significant at the 0.05 probability threshold. Effect sizes varied from 0.07 (the "involvement, interest" summary) up to 0.57 (the "tenderness, feeling love" summary). As we did 40 comparisons at the 0.05 probability threshold, it might be predicted that two (0.05 x 40) of these comparisons could be a false positive due to type 1 errors [11] . 35 out of the 40 were positive. Looking at Table 1 we can see that 17 of the 20 terms are associated with positive MWW test results, but, statistically, two could be false positives. Taking an overview and not being concerned with exactly which of these comparisons might be affected, these results confirm that for 15 of the 20 terms (75%) the MWW test detected a significant signal i.e. communication of that term was shown to have taken place using the abstract images. 
Series3 Series2
Major Axis y = 1.021x -0.002 x = y The overall effectiveness of the communication of terms using the abstract image browser and summarization shows that one cannot expect to reliably send a literal message this way. To send a literal message one would, naturally, use written or spoken language. However, in attempting communication of terms using an abstract image collection as a "vocabulary", we found that there was a detectable signal amongst the noise. The presence of this detectable signal goes some way to explain how it is that Robb et al.
found that a segment of a crowd and designer participants thought that they can communicate about the mood of a design using the abstract images and summaries [31, 32] . Those participants in those studies were not simply imagining that communication was possible. Our results here show that, on an impressionistic level, it is possible.
RQ 2
Are the summaries as effective at communicating meaning as the image selections which they summarize?
The analysis of the f 1st (frequency of first rank for intended meaning), by comparing means and by correlation, showed that although the effectiveness of the communication varied, the summaries were of equal effectiveness at communicating their intended terms as the associated TISLs (term image selection lists).
As described earlier, the summarization method depends on human perceptual similarity data, clustering and MDS. This result gives us confidence that by summarizing a crowd's abstract image feedback in this way a designer using the crowdsourced visual feedback method and viewing a summary is not missing out on significant amounts of the meaning contained in the original feedback images. The summarization process is effective at preserving meaning in image selections and does successfully portray a meaningful overview of the images that it summarizes.
Further Work
It would be possible in the future, to conduct a similar experiment with another similarly constructed image collection, in order to assess the relative effectiveness of such image collections for specific communication of terms. The results could be used to decide the appropriateness of image sets for inclusion in a platform implementing the crowdsourced visual feedback method. Alternative browser organizations could be compared for effectiveness in this way. An experiment such as this could be used to help optimize the number of images to include on the summaries. Rather than comparing summaries to term image selection lists, summaries containing a different number of representative images could be compared. Additionally, although visual communication offers language independence it is not culturally independent. Visual conventions can vary with culture e.g. color [21, 17] . How cultural background affects communication with image feedback would be an interesting avenue to pursue.
Design Implications
Our results, showing that the abstract image browser is better for communicating descriptive rather than emotion terms, prompted us to develop an additional browser of emotion images to be deployed alongside the abstract image browser. The emotion images were deliberately selected and categorized based on their perceived emotional content. The intention was that the two browsers would provide complimentary image collections for use in a visual design feedback platform allowing designers to see the reactions of the crowd to their designs via images.
The effectiveness of the summarization means that visual feedback consisting of massed image selections drawn from perceptually organized image browsers (such as that used in our experiment) can be presented to designers as an easily digestible summary. While we envisage this form of visual feedback working for any aesthetic design e.g. product and graphic design, it could also be used as a medium for visual commentary, e.g. on video posting sites, to attract imagebased reactions to be displayed as a visual summary. As a feedback medium, the controlled nature of the image sets used means that there would be no problem with unsuitable feedback posts as there is with text in comment forums. Thus these image feedback summaries can be counted on to be inoffensive as well as visually stimulating. Our main finding, that the image summarization algorithm used in the crowdsourced visual feedback method is effective, means that designers can consume the image feedback in this summarized form confident that it represents a fair summary of the total image feedback.
